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Flatirons Golf Course Facility Design Project 
July 22, 2020 

SUMMARY OF PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT – ROUND 1 (July 6 – July 13, 2020) 
Prepared by Z-Design and Parks and Recreation Planning Staff 

 
 
Means of Communication:  Precautions with regard to COVID-19 caused a need to change the more 
typical means of communications.  For example, it was not possible to arrange large group forums at the 
time.  Instead the communications were achieved through:  

(1) information posted on a webpage and online survey from July 6 through July 13,  
(2) email notifications to the following lists: 

- July 1 BPR E-Blast, which was sent to 30,230 people. 87 people clicked on the link to visit the 
project website for more information. 

- July 1 Flatiron Forecaddie Email List, which was sent to 12,059 people. 80 people clicked on 
the link to visit the project website for more information. 

- July 7 Flatirons Golf Course Facility Design Project email list, which was sent to 90 people. 23 
people clicked on the link to visit the project website for more information. 

(3) and drop-in sessions at the golf course on July 6 and 7.  Members of the Parks & Recreation 
project team and representatives of the design consultant discussed and answered questions about 
the seven boards that were displayed, including: 

- Background & History 
- Process & Timeline 
- Site Analysis & 

Sustainability 
- Concept Plan for Phase 1 

(Proposed) 
- Enlarged Concept Plan for 

Phase 1 (Proposed) 
- Enlarged Concept Plan for 

Phase 2 (Future) 
- Invitation for Creative 

Influence 
These boards are included at the end 
of this summary, or online at 
bouldercolorado.gov/parks-rec/flatirons-
golf-course-facility-design. 
 
Level of Participation:  There were 201 visits and 114 unique pageviews of the website from July 6 
through July 13, with the greatest number of visits on July 7.  To date, the project website has 1,094 
views. The online survey received comments from five persons during Round 1.  Due to the limited 
response the survey is being revised and reopened for additional comment.   
 

https://bouldercolorado.gov/parks-rec/flatirons-golf-course-facility-design
https://bouldercolorado.gov/parks-rec/flatirons-golf-course-facility-design
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During the drop-in session from 4:00-6:00 on July 6, there were about 10 persons who shared their 
thoughts and asked questions at the kiosk tent.  The session from 10:00-12:00 on July 7 had about 25-30 
persons who stopped in.   
 
Guiding Principles:  The presented information included plan diagrams and inspiration photos.  The 
project team was guided by the following principles in development of the concepts:   

- Create a positive image 
- Be community oriented 
- Combine functional with aesthetic 
- Develop flexible/multiuse spaces 
- Increase revenue flow 
- Reach new markets 

 
Comments & Questions:  Comments were very supportive of the proposed facilities and complimentary 
of the concept plans.  Some persons said that the improvements were long overdue.  Many asked about 
the timeline and said they would like it completed as soon as possible.  Others expressed that they really 
liked the proposed orientation of the building to capture the beautiful views of the Flatirons.  Although 
there were not comments supporting the event lawn, there also were not negative opinions.  For the 
future master plan scenario, there was enthusiasm in support of the proposed golf simulator.   
 
To actively participate in the future facilities, the participants were invited to study 20 inspiration images 
on the Creative Influence board and place a green dot sticker on their preferences.  The images that 
received: 

- 3 or more stickers included Nos. 2, 4, 8, 10, 12, and 19  
- 1-3 stickers included Nos. 5, 7, 9, 11, 15, 16, 17, 18, and 20 
- 0 stickers included Nos. 1, 6, 13, and 14.      

Of these results, the strong consensus appears to be in support of connection to the outdoors.  As for 
architectural and interior styles, it appeared that the most contemporary and most traditional were not 
preferred.  Also the barn-like images were not supported.  The preference seemed to be for 
“transitional” style with a blend of clean lines with some classic.        
 
Whereas the green dot exercise at the drop-in sessions was a measure of positive support for Creative 
Influence, the online survey included the means for expressing negative opinions.  As a result, some of 
the images that received more support at the drop-in sessions, received mixed reviews in the online 
survey.  The images that appeared to have the most support online included Nos. 2, 8, and 19.  Of these, 
2 and 8 are again indicating a preference for connecting to the outdoors.  
 
Summary:  While the number of participants in the drop-in sessions and online survey were not as 
numerous as a traditional townhall format, the participants were very focused and engaged in the 
information.  The concepts received positive support and the comments will be helpful for further 
refinement of the concepts.  Preference was received for indoor and outdoor spaces that connect to the 
outdoor environment.  This will be updated after comments have been received from reopening the 
online survey.     
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Background & History 
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Process & Timeline 
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Site Analysis & Sustainability 
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Concept Plan for Phase 1 (Proposed) 
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Enlarged Concept Plan for Phase 1 (Proposed) 
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Enlarged Concept Plan for Phase 2 (Future) 
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Creative Influence Board 
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Creative Influence Board: Dot Exercise Results 
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Would you like your email address to be added to the list to receive
updates regarding the Facility Design Project?

5 responses

Flatirons Golf Course Facility Design
Project Survey: Creative In�uence -
Share Your Opinions!
5 responses

Publish analytics

Yes
No

20%

80%

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1XjeWG4xeI37CkPjnYaStd2MxKUJmelON2MZOD95tnb0/edit?usp=redirect_edit_m2#start=publishanalytics
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Provide any input you have regarding the building style, atmosphere, or any other
aspects of Photo 1 that stand out to you. You may also leave this blank if you have
no comments.

5 responses

Feels too much like a sports bar to me, I'd prefer a warmer more welcoming feel.

I would leave out multiple televisions...maybe one

awful.looks like a sports bar from the 90's. demographics of flatirons players need chairs
not barstools..kids and elderly need dining chairs.

Looks like a sports bar, not appropriate for FGC

I like the tvs

Provide any input you have regarding the building style, atmosphere, or any other
aspects of Photo 2 that stand out to you. You may also leave this blank if you have
no comments.

5 responses

Love the garage door!

Open air looks great.

keep the aesthetics true to the original land use and the silos on #17. fixtures are nice
but the building needs to be less industrial if you want to attract wedding events...nobody
wants a garage door as a photo back drop in their bridal party shot.

not appropriate for FGC

I like that it's indoor and outdoor.
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Provide any input you have regarding the building style, atmosphere, or any other
aspects of Photo 3 that stand out to you. You may also leave this blank if you have
no comments.

3 responses

no

this would attract your wedding venue and other less flashy events and is true to the use
of the original land.

This residential style so common in Boulder is not appropriate for FGC

Provide any input you have regarding the building style, atmosphere, or any other
aspects of Photo 4 that stand out to you. You may also leave this blank if you have
no comments.

5 responses

Prefer #3 over #4

no

is this part of a shopping mall from the early 90's?

Looks like a Golf Course clubhouse!

I like that it's big.
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Provide any input you have regarding the building style, atmosphere, or any other
aspects of Photo 5 that stand out to you. You may also leave this blank if you have
no comments.

4 responses

Prefer #3 over #4 and #5

All that glass is waiting for me and my driver!! This look would date the event center
quickly and we all know that another remodel will not happen in any of our lifetimes!

Maybe if the windows are oriented to the view of the mountains

I like 4 better than 5

Provide any input you have regarding the building style, atmosphere, or any other
aspects of Photo 6 that stand out to you. You may also leave this blank if you have
no comments.

4 responses

Cool

Like the open concept options but again industrial and no dining tables..need to find a
compromise. This is Boulder..we have an aging population of some of the fittest people
in the world that play golf and want to partake in more golf events at the club...make the
seating friendlier and accommodating to all or at least have options.

not appropriate for FGC

I like 2 better than this one
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Provide any input you have regarding the building style, atmosphere, or any other
aspects of Photo 7 that stand out to you. You may also leave this blank if you have
no comments.

4 responses

Cool

Is there an indoor event space or just the grass? The plans look seasonal?

not appropriate for FGC

No character

Provide any input you have regarding the building style, atmosphere, or any other
aspects of Photo 8 that stand out to you. You may also leave this blank if you have
no comments.

5 responses

Cool

Great if the televisions are eliminated

nice idea for outdoor seating.

A nice patio would be appreciated

I like the fireplace
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Provide any input you have regarding the building style, atmosphere, or any other
aspects of Photo 9 that stand out to you. You may also leave this blank if you have
no comments.

2 responses

Not great. Feels like every course in Colorado.

dated.

Provide any input you have regarding the building style, atmosphere, or any other
aspects of Photo 10 that stand out to you. You may also leave this blank if you
have no comments.

2 responses

dated.

I like that it's covered

Provide any input you have regarding the building style, atmosphere, or any other
aspects of Photo 11 that stand out to you. You may also leave this blank if you
have no comments.

2 responses

residential style not appropriate for FGC

I like the vertical wood on the building
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Provide any input you have regarding the building style, atmosphere, or any other
aspects of Photo 12 that stand out to you. You may also leave this blank if you
have no comments.

4 responses

Too much sports bar

college sports bar...

Sports bar not appropriate for FGC

Too casual

Provide any input you have regarding the building style, atmosphere, or any other
aspects of Photo 13 that stand out to you. You may also leave this blank if you
have no comments.

3 responses

Ask yourself...does the image of 12 go with the image of 13? what are the goals of this
event center? I am not a millennial male..but my family has been playing at Flatirons
since 2000.

The facility could add revenue as a wedding site.

nice
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Provide any input you have regarding the building style, atmosphere, or any other
aspects of Photo 14 that stand out to you. You may also leave this blank if you
have no comments.

4 responses

Too much like a barn

great for events..as long as the bathroom doors are close to the pro shop!

not appropriate for FGC

It looks like a barn

Provide any input you have regarding the building style, atmosphere, or any other
aspects of Photo 15 that stand out to you. You may also leave this blank if you
have no comments.

5 responses

Yuck - this is an old white man's country club

not my style.

nailhead trim does not belong in Boulder.

Too old fashioned

It looks too stuffy
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Provide any input you have regarding the building style, atmosphere, or any other
aspects of Photo 16 that stand out to you. You may also leave this blank if you
have no comments.

4 responses

nice without the tvs

the distressed barn wood interiors is getting old fast!

not appropriate for FGC

I like the lights

Provide any input you have regarding the building style, atmosphere, or any other
aspects of Photo 17 that stand out to you. You may also leave this blank if you
have no comments.

3 responses

I like this style..maybe an elevated deck for views.

uuugh not appropriate for FGC

It looks like a fancy house
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Provide any input you have regarding the building style, atmosphere, or any other
aspects of Photo 18 that stand out to you. You may also leave this blank if you
have no comments.

4 responses

no

comfy barstools and spindle dining chairs...sit and drink a lot at our pub tables..

not appropriate for FGC

I like the slanted roof

Provide any input you have regarding the building style, atmosphere, or any other
aspects of Photo 19 that stand out to you. You may also leave this blank if you
have no comments.

3 responses

nice roof lines that flow with the flatirons

Maybe

Too big

Provide any input you have regarding the building style, atmosphere, or any other
aspects of Photo 20 that stand out to you. You may also leave this blank if you
have no comments.

3 responses

train station

Too modern not appropriate for FGC

Does not look like Flatirons golf course
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What other comments or questions do you have?

4 responses

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google. Report Abuse - Terms of Service - Privacy Policy

Flatirons desperately needs improved and more practice facilities. Many working
professionals have 60 minutes to practice but do not have 2.5 hours to play 9 holes.
Please do not lose track of practice facilities with the clubhouse redesign. Clubhouse
redesign may be a profit center, but your core customer - the ones who visit Flatirons
more than 20x time per year are the ones who provide a stable long term base (and
make up 99% of the community).

I am concerned about access to the bathrooms from the staging area at the bottom of
the pro shop..this is where groups meet and sign in...not everyone arrives in a timely
matter and having the bathroom be a jaunt to the other side of the new event building
is poor planning..also there are many kid camps that happen and bathroom doors
should be easily visible by the instructors. 
Does the new event center have an indoor area for large events (weddings,
celebrations of life, quinceanera, non profit fund raisers?) Boulder Elks is booked every
Saturday night with an event. We are limited on venues here in Boulder. 
I realize that the pool was a money pit...but a golf/swim camp would be ideal...not
open to Avid for adventure since they have overrun all the family rec areas in town.(pre
covid). 
Are you able to check in at the event center or only at the pro shop up the stairs? 
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